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Abstract
This study's bibliometric analysis evaluates the scope and trends of theory-related policy publications in various international journals. The method used the Scopus search engine on random journals in identifying policy-related publications. The study also used a data visualization software called VOSviewer to analyze the results, underlying network linkages, and information production trends in policy analysis. The findings shows that only a few proportions of policy-related researches apply theories in their study. Field-specialized journals were having practitioners publish less research as compared to interdisciplinary science and technology journals. This article calls for greater engagements among scholars, and for policy researchers to more explicitly consider how their work might contribute to the understanding of the policy challenges. The findings also shows that it is important to recognize the approach and theory behind policy development to determine the incremental nature of aspects involved in policy development. It is extremely valuable to be clear that if one deals only with conceptual level of policy research without testing those ideas against independent empirical information, then scientific theory development is not possible. Thus, failure to consistently and clearly make theory connection towards policy research is a lost opportunity for scholars to influence policy thinking and public argument.
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1- Introduction
According to Zainab et al. (2009), studies "when journals are studied bibliometrically, it builds a portrait of the journals, offering important description that is beyond superficial." This tool can denote the journal's maturity, quality, and productivity in any field, country, or region [1]. A highlight of research orientation information is also developed to disseminate and influence authors’ choice to communicate information associated with their needs [2, 3]. Therefore, a bibliometric study is a helpful tool used to understand the growth and dynamic of scientific literature. This study's bibliometric analysis provides a quantitative knowledge of scholarly literature in different theory-related policies on various international journals.

Although there is a vast literature on policy research across fields of social science, particularly in science and technology studies, sociology, social policy, political science, and public management, only a minimal variety of these
contributions develop guidance and practice on 'impact' due to the inadequacy of theorizing studies [4-6]. Therefore, in various international journals or fields of study, there is a wide gap in research policy, which has been perceived in both policy and scientific literature. The absence of theorizing policy-oriented research is the main concern of this study because it limits the various fields of studies, global understanding of diverse challenges, and policy-makers' capability to formulating strategies effectively [7-9].

The theory is fundamental to research, and vice versa [10]. Scientific theories link two separate domains and provide summaries, descriptions, explanations, and integration on research policies, as well as guidance for additional practice and study capable of providing additional understanding [11, 12]. Theory is important in organizing, testing, summarizing, reevaluating, relating, and attempting to understand and explain things important for all humans in their daily aspect of lives [13, 14]. This is contrary to the opinion that theory is "not relevant," "not needed," "dry," or "unimportant for the average person." Kurt Lewin (1951), a famous thinker and psychologist, stated that nothing is as valuable as a good theory [15]. This is accurate in regard to scientific theory, however theory building is also an essential feature of everyday living [15, 16]. Therefore, there are some clear differences between the use of theory-related policy in scientific research and everyday life. Therefore, theorizing is the process of systematically organizing and developing ideas to explain phenomena, and a total set of empirically testable and interconnected ideas formulated to explain phenomena [17]. It is extremely valuable to be clear that when one deals with the idea or conceptual level without testing the independent empirical information, then scientific theory development is impossible [18, 19].

Weiss (1977, 1979) stated the concept associated with the enlightenment in the policymaking function of knowledge [21, 22]. According to Weiss, knowledge shapes policy from the various diffuse processes, which overlap networks that influence broader, incremental, and frequent conceptual variation [20, 23]. Radaelli’s (1996) concept of ‘knowledge creep’ is one of the numerous recent conceptualizations used to establish this idea [24]. This is in accordance with the similar assumptions of ideational theories of policy change [22, 23]. In addition, these accounts' stated that theory affects policy over prolonged periods through continuous changes in ways of thinking as well as the actor's perception. This body of work suggests that assessments aimed at tracing the development of theory-related policy are likely to ignore potentially broader and more diffuse kind of conceptual influence.

This study explored the influence of theories in policy research, which was formerly criticized for lacking a unique methodology and a scientific theory that covers the whole policy process [27]. This study was carried out to identify the policy research thematic trends in different journals. The authors examined the policies related to theory from journals of different fields of study to determine and explore the scope and theories used in their investigations. This research utilized the Scopus search engine to classify related policy publications on random journals. Furthermore, VOS viewer data visualization software was used to analyze the results, underlying network linkages, and information production trends in policy analysis. The size and evolution of scientific activity, the nature of existing inquiry in policy research, and the knowledge transfer pattern that employs theory were analyzed.

This research described the various field of studies theory related to policy research and suggested strategies that can be utilized by scholars to understand the resolution of modern policy challenges. This analysis also showed that it is important to recognize the approach and theory behind policy development to determine the incremental nature of aspects involved in policy development.

2- Research Methodology

The Scopus search engine was used between August and September 2020 to identify broad literature on a certain theory's policies. Scopus is one of the most extensive citations and abstract databases of peer-reviewed literature, such as scientific journals, books, and conference proceedings [28]. Although several publications discuss various policy theories, this analysis focuses only on international journals, which were extracted using the Scopus search engine and Sci-Hub because the documents were not free. Nevertheless, a considerable cross-indexed proportion of policy research is in Scopus. This is not an all-inclusive research because it enables the practical representation of the state of policy research related to applying theories in various journals. Furthermore, the search string was limited to obtain the most appropriate record pertaining to policy based on publication year. Articles published from 2010-2019 garnered the highest number of publications.

The initial search identifies publication related to policy researches in their titles, abstract, or keywords: "policy research*" OR "policy theory*" OR "policy" OR "theory" OR "policies" OR "regulation*" OR "policy relation*" OR "public policy*" OR "policy studies*". A repetition of the search was used in the following query to identify a subcategory of publications that refer to the application of theories based on publication year: ("policy research*" OR "policy theory*" OR "policy" OR "theory" OR "policies" OR "regulation*" OR "policy relation*" OR "public policy*" OR "policy studies*") AND (LIMIT-TO (PUBYEAR, 2010) OR LIMIT-TO (PUBYEAR, 2011) OR LIMIT-TO (PUBYEAR, 2017) OR LIMIT-TO (PUBYEAR, 2018) OR LIMIT-TO (PUBYEAR, 2019).
2-1- Inclusion and Exclusion

A systemic review approach, guided by a set of inclusion and exclusion criteria, was used to filter studies irrelevant to the objectives, questions, and scopes on bibliometric search. Therefore, successively shortlisted publications on policy researches in different international journals are obtained, which comprises of both subscribed and open access publication year (2010-2019). This includes book and their chapters, review editorial material, conference proceedings, industry reports, journal articles, and trade publications. However, items such as letters, book reviews, reprints, news article, errata, notes and bibliographies, short surveys, and conference reviews were omitted. The search results used no geographical restrictions and language. In addition, a process of shifting the abstracts and full texts to determine relevant studies were equally carried out by the second and third authors, while the first audited and reviewed. Based on the identification of publications, only those that precisely concentrated on policy research and obviously considered applying theories in their investigation were included. These publications are associated with vague policy implications, a loose reference to policy research, without fundamentally engaging policy substances. Furthermore, prior to extraction, duplicate records were omitted before the design of a data extraction template to draw out relevant data capable of significantly informing the synthesis process.

2-2- Data Extraction

At the end of each search, screened results were saved into separate marked lists with the Scopus used to visualize outputs, categorize, and rank results. The extracted data were imported and cleaned into VOS viewer – a program visualization data to establish and view network maps based on collected data [29].

2-3- Analysis

The published articles were categorized and reviewed through many variables. The authors appraised the origin and state of the research discipline in terms of citation metrics, top publication, journals, types of publications, countries or regions, research areas, and identifying patterns in the production of knowledge related policy research theories. A bibliometric review using VOS viewer was used to identify published literature and primary network linkages. Using bibliometric techniques, the research trends in health, information technology, education, monetary, supply chain management, fiscal, foreign, and even public policies were explored. Therefore, similar methods were applied in examining the literature on policy implementation, evaluation, learning, the evolution of science and technology, and sciences.

Network maps were also designed to examine the publication's connectedness through common keywords, shared content within publication titles and abstracts (co-occurrence), and assessments of the frequency of simultaneous citation (co-citation).

3- Results

Preliminary studies consisting of 75 articles, 45 proceedings papers, 3 handbooks focused on theory-related policy in any field of studies. However, only 40 articles, 60 proceedings papers, and 3 handbooks addressed or applied policy-related theories or frameworks in their investigations. Therefore, most authors failed to establish their work in the context of theorizing policy research, despite further knowledge of the effects and phenomenon that hypothetically influence policy.

Theorizing policy research plays a significant impact on the way policy-makers think [5]. Furthermore, the role of policy theories guides general behavior [4]. Studies related to this subject have been analyzed in various ways. For example, Weible et al. (2013) discuss how to use policy theory to influence the US policy process, while Lasswell (1970) identified ‘a distinctive outlook’ in US policy science [11, 19]. With the growing focus on globalization, policy-makers and academic scholars became more fascinated in recognizing the quality of primary influence and dealing with national economies, international politics, and welfare systems [30]. This led to an increase in policy researches in different fields of studies after 2000. Subsequently, their increase in trajectories has continued, except that overall policy research is growing much faster than those applied in the investigation, as shown in Figure 1.
The policy research production in various journals of different studies is geographically uneven, with some countries producing significantly more than others. Approximately 30% of this policy originated from authors based in the United States (US). At the same time, China, as a non-western country, has significantly high policy research (one-fifth) than the UK and Canada. This reflects China's strength of departments, which consistently focused on policy, think-tanks and research centers, and research-driven governance and policymaking cultures. Surprisingly, the UK's collaboration with US scholars in the 1970s and 1980s [28-31] developed a range of theories and models of relationship that drives policy to stimulate research capable of producing immediate solutions. However, over the past few years, only one-eighth of the policy researches originate in the UK, Canada, and Australia's address theory, as shown in Table 1. On the other hand, Germany, France, Netherlands, and Italy, produced more detailed policy research, with one-sixth related to theory.

**Table 1. Country affiliation of authors publishing the most theory related policy research (selected list).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author country</th>
<th>Number of document policy-related publication</th>
<th>Proportion of total related policy research theory research output (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>1221</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>866</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3-2- Publication Venues

Policy publications are rigorous in interdisciplinary science and technology, as well as social policy. Meanwhile, journals like Transportation Research Part a Policy and Practice, International Journal of Production Economics, Proceedings the IEEE Conference on Decision and Control, Communication in Computer and Information Science, Social Science, and Medicine and ACM International Conference of Proceeding Series have a great amount of policy research with less significant theory related to work policy, as shown in Table 2. However, this is not surprising because the editorial and audience target journals to scrutinize manuscript for significance and orientation heading to self-selection. Therefore, scholarship and leadership in policy research related to the theory are shared between the technical and applied categories that are policy-oriented.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Title</th>
<th>Number of Policy-related publications</th>
<th>Proportion of Policy Theory publications (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy Policy</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Cleaner Production</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Journal of Operational Research</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM International Conference Proceeding Series</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Science and Medicine</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications in Computer and Information Science</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proceedings of the IEEE Conference on Decision and Control</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Journal of Production Economics</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation Research Part a Policy and Practice</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3-3- Authorship

The authors published articles in a different international journal associated with the theory related to policy research, as shown in Figure 2 (Wang, J. (33), Lee, J. (30), Lee, Y. (29), Wang, X. (28), Zhang, J., Zhang, X. and Wang, Y (25 each), Liu, X., Liu, H. and Liu Y (23 each) and Li, X and Wang, Z (21 each)). A majority of these authors are affiliated to a handful of institutions with five or more theory-related policy research publications, as shown in Figure 3. These include the Institute of Technology Beijing (8), University of Maryland (7), Institute of Automation China (6), University of Jiatong (6), and Institute of Economic Beijing (6). The volume of policy research related to theory centered within a relatively small group of scholars working on a few academic institutions operate in mixed-disciplinary teams through interdepartmental collaborations.

![Figure 2. Authors producing most theory related publications.](image)
3-3- Areas of Policy Focus

The number of policy researches has enormously appeared in the area of Information System Security. According to the Military and Associated Terms of the US Department of Defense Dictionary, information system security is "the protection of information and system against unauthorized modification or access, in processing, storing, or transmitting the denial of service to authorized users [34]. Information security includes measures used to detect document and counter threats. It is a combination of communications and computer security [32, 33]. At its most basic level, information system security keeps confidential information [34, 35]. Currently, businesses in the United States determine new rules and regulations capable of protecting consumer confidentiality. According to data from the Nilson report, the United States accounts for only 27% of credit card transactions globally, with 47% victims of fraud. Breaches such as these have reduced consumer confidence and have moved the topic of the safety of personal information to the forefront of many promising organizations to keep the data of its customers secure from hackers.

Studies on information system security inclined to focus on cross-cutting similar themes, such as compliance, violations, pieces of training, and understanding security policy. Furthermore, many modern organizations' accelerated use of Information technology has made information residing in these technologies vulnerable to security risks [39]. Most of these vulnerabilities emanated from policy violations and lack of policy compliance specified in organizational guidelines and policy documents [37, 38]. Information security policy documents serve as a good starting point in addressing concerns regarding violations. These policies address resolutions on appropriate and inappropriate actions by employees [42]. Research has shown that employees rarely follow recommended information security procedures irrespective of their awareness levels [9].

Information Security (IS) policy violations by employees have considerably increased IS vulnerabilities and has contributed to over half of all reported security breaches [9, 40]. Research has equally shown that employees deliberately ignore prescribed IS policies [41, 42]. Therefore, research fails to recognize the importance of human behavior, the organizational structure where behavior is carried out, and the policies in place shape behavior outcomes [46]. These policies' shaping behavior do not always reach full potential and thwart these attempts, such as reactive computer abuse. Sometimes employees are motivated to react negatively to policies, as shown by studies examined using the reactance model [41]. Furthermore, it is difficult to determine and measure policy violations, whether by intent or inadvertently. However, various theories, such as accountability theory, have been used to explain how intention positively influences accountability, decreasing intention to violate policies [45].

Furthermore, research associated with Information System Security has reviewed the significant need for IT security and information assurance to reduce cyber-attacks, computer/server malfunction, or theft by technology experts, thereby increasing the demand for trained professionals. The other area encompasses related policy research, including water quality, internet use, game theory, energy-saving, inspection, and pricing policies. These inquiries have received inadequate attention aligning ideological or theorizing policy researches rather than a technical approach.
3-4 Network Linkages in Policy Research Theories

Table 3 provides a picture of the most cited policy-related publications and the key issues they have been discussed. These papers have, in turn, driven others and led to an increasingly critical mass policy work, as shown in Fig. 5. The gulp of scholarship in the field is determined by researchers' conglomerates based on their centrality to specific knowledge issues, such as information system security, internet use, security policy, and game theory, as shown in Figure 6.

The result shows that policy-related production is scattered across various journals, depending on the nature of the research subject and paradigms employed. Figure 7 recognizes distinct journals category where theory-related policy research appeared in the top five international journals, namely Energy Policy, Policy Studies Journal, European Journal of Operational Research, American Economic Review, and Social Science and Medicine.

The top five journals scope of background is discussed as follows:

Energy Policy is a peer-reviewed international journal addressing energy supply policy implications and uses obtained from social, economic, environmental, and planning aspects. The topics of particular interest within this broad spectrum include environmental regulation and energy, the quality and efficiency of energy services, energy supply security, technological innovation and diffusion, the effectiveness of market-based approaches, and governmental interventions voluntary initiatives where the broader policy implications can be identified. It is mandatory to reinforce policy prescriptions by balanced appraisal and rigorous analysis. The Policy Studies Journal (PSJ) is a public policy research premier channel. PSJ is best considered an outlet for empirically and theoretically built research on the policy process and analysis. The aim is to publish articles that advance public policy theory, openly articulate data analysis and collection methods, and provide clear descriptions of how their work develops the literature. The European Journal of Operational Research (EJOR) publishes high-quality original manuscript that promotes the methodology of Operational Research (OR) and the practice of decision making. The American Economic Review (AER), established in 1911, is a general-interest economics journal and among the nation's oldest and most respected scholarly journals in the economics profession with over 100 years of publishing. According to studies, Social Science and Medicine provides an interdisciplinary and international forum for the dissemination of social sciences on health. The journal publishes material related to any aspect of health from a wide range of social science discipline (economics, epidemiology, anthropology, policy, geography, sociology, and psychology) and material relevant to the social science from any concerned professions with mental and physical health, clinical practice, health care, organization, and policy.

This is significant because it presents how scholarship is distributed across a wide disciplinary spectrum and showcases certain unscientific relationships. For example, the theory-related to policy research is more frequently discussed in the context of Information Technology, with specificity on Information System Policy, compared to related social sciences journals.

Figure 4. Frequently occurring themes in theories related to policy researches.
Table 3. Most cited theory-related policy research publications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Issued Discuss</th>
<th>Total Citation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Siponen m. (2010b)</td>
<td>Information Systems Security Policy Violations</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D’arcy J. (2011)</td>
<td>Theory Information System Security Literature</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siponen m. (2010a)</td>
<td>Security Policy</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Son j.y (2011)</td>
<td>Understanding of Security Policy</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li, H (2010)</td>
<td>Internet Use Policy</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Citation network of theory related policy publications. Note: The figure shows how commonly publications (with at least ADD citations) get cited by others in the network. Nodes denote their linkages and publications and convey citation relationships. Larger nodes show publications with more citations. Publications with close citation relationships are clustered together in nodes of the same color.

Figure 6. Co-citation network of scholars with theory related policy publications. Note: The figure shows how commonly scholars (with at least ADD citations) are cited together in publications. Nodes denote authors, and their linkages convey co-citation relationships. Larger nodes present authors with more citations. Link strengths indicate the frequency with which they are co-cited. Scholars that are co-cited often are clustered together in nodes of the same color.
Figure 7. Co-citation network of journals publishing theory-related policy research. Note: The figure shows how commonly journals (with at least ADD citations) are cited together in publications. Nodes denote journals, and their linkages convey co-citation relationships. Larger nodes present journals with more citations. Link strengths indicate the frequency with which they are co-cited. Co-cited Journals often are clustered together in nodes of the same color.

### 3.5- Thematic Evolution of Policy Research Theories

This research categorized the key themes in existing theory related policy research, with figure 8 showing a network analysis trend that features the difference between the old and new research course. These include a renewed focus on game theory, system dynamics, public policy, institutional theory, health, foreign, monetary, reinforcement learning, and development policies in different studies, with game theory as the most occurred keyword. Game theory has long been utilized to support a thorough analysis of actors’ interaction processes. The majority of public policies are formulated and implemented in multi-actors networks. Therefore, in the network society, policy formulation and implementation are developed by the interaction between multiple actors. According to Bardach (1977), this multi-actor dimension is not new and not implemented for policy formulation [47, 48]. However, the importance and visibility of these networked attributes are growing.

Game theory is the most trend keyword in theory-related policy research. It formalizes a game metaphor used to study strategic interactions among actors by ensuring that they organize their behaviors in accordance with the various strategies [49]. Game theory offers a technique used to develop formal models of such situations by considering a limited number of actors or coalitions. Game theory functions in an assumption that the outcomes of interactions can be explained from rational choices by individual participants [50]. It is used in institutional and policy analysis as well as in social science. It is utilized to study how certain contextual and rule factors shape incentives for behavior, and the evolution of institutions over time, which can be explained from actors that look for cooperative solutions for social dilemmas [48, 51-53]. Furthermore, desk-studies also suggest that formal game theory models can create a range of real-world games, which can be used to explore fairness and allocation questions in the distribution of values among actors [53, 54].

Although this research analysis found that most theory-related policy researches are prevalent in science and technology studies, the Game theory denotes its usefulness in a growing complex institution, technologies, and cultural norms that have existed in human societies. For example, internet technology greatly facilitates buyer-seller transactions and complicates further by increasing fraud and cheating [46, 47]. This presents scholarships evolving with global shifts in policy agendas and reorientation towards theorizing policy research within the current decade.
4- Discussion

The finding's validity is narrow by the intrinsic bibliometric analysis keyword-based weaknesses. The authors carried out the research with explicit operationalization and equally confine of policy research, which led to a number of policy-related works. Furthermore, this research concentrated on published academic studies, with the outputs produced by non-profit organizations, non-governmental agencies, governmental departments, and think tanks. Notwithstanding these methodological bounds, there are evident patterns and movements in the data that relate, others, thereby lending some interesting ideas.

Only a few amounts of policy researches in different international journals explicitly address theorizing investigation. Furthermore, a few types of research place their investigation in the context of modern theoretical arguments and implication or deliberate the theoretical contribution. The lack of theorizing policy is not new to another field of studies, however, it is prevalent in other science and technology-related disciplines, such as information technology [46, 48], information system security [57], internet use [58], energy and water sector studies [59]. This is because theory-related policy study is a necessary applied component of science and technology studies and posits a more complex interrelationship between knowledge production and governance. Therefore, it is a possible concern because even though a few research numbers are implicitly theory related, failure to make the policy test against independent empirical information is a lost opportunity for scientific theory development. For example, research on care policies has highlighted the issues that consider discoursing a transversal factor connecting actors and institutions involved in policy implementation [30]. However, it does not adequately address the idea that is also evident in theories or the gap in a theoretical dialogue of gender and politics.

Furthermore, theory related policy shows how science produces social problems through its various technical and scientific innovations [60]. The development of progress in science and technology produce a continuous stream of new issues and solutions. In areas that are highly dependent on science and technology, such as health, energy, agriculture, and defense. In addition, this develops policy associated with science to catch up with attaching and regulate new technologies when produced. Furthermore, while policy researched in different fields of the study showed interdisciplinarity, there is a little theoretical and conceptual crossover between contemporary scholarship in policy science and the different disciplinary perspective of policy studies [50, 52]. This is possible because non-policy background authors have carried out most policy research with their individual different disciplinary foundations and few theoretical groundings. Therefore, the demand for ever more knowledge problem-solving is effectively built into
the policy-research structure [53-55].

Efforts to draw and engage policy theory have been made. For instance, Son (2011) reported the employee's security-related rule understanding behavior with an approach rooted in an intrinsic motivation model [64]. Hermans et al. (2014) used the game theory in an evaluation of coastal policy implementation in the Netherlands to open up the black-box of policy implementation, while Blackstock (2010) used psychological and institutional theories of behavior in understanding the best influence farmer behavior in order to mitigate diffuse pollution [55, 59]. D'Arcy et al. (2011) draw attention to using the Deterrence theory, commonly used in studies associated with information system (IS) security [61]. The theory predicts that illicit behavior can be controlled by the threat of severe, certain, and swift sanctions. Li et al. (2010) carried out research that analyzed rational choice theory and examined how employees' intentions comply with the use of internet policy driven by personal norms, cost-benefit assessments, and organizational context factors [62]. Safarzadeh (2019) applied the game-theoretic approach to assess residential energy-efficiency programs considering rebound, consumer behavior, and government policies. Although such cases are uncommon, these articles are fine examples of how policy-oriented theoretical frameworks offer research potential lensed to explore the essence of policy issues and assess solutions' contextual efficacy [63].

While policy research appears to spread more rapidly on average, theory-related policy publications in various international journals are generally less common. Differences in the policy research geographical distribution production are fascinating. Certain countries show considerably higher performance than others due to the high capital allocation rates to policy-oriented agencies. Research projects are further prioritized to showcase the social effect of grants, the quality of their policy faculties, institutions, and think tanks, as well as a tradition of research-driven governance and policymaking. Nonetheless, theory related policy research is more frequent in some fields and appear to exist for certain journal groups.

An example is the policy publications in multiple disciplines studies and science and technology journals, with the publication of field-based journals. A small number of overall theory-related policies is published in public administration and political science, in line with the research carried out by Hall and Jenkins’ (2004) regarding the distinct lack of theoretical commitments by policy sciences and public scholars [65]. Theory-related policy research is centered within a relatively small community of academics within the diverse association of research groups. This culminated in the development of independent strands of policy scholars.

Some fields, such as information security systems and information technology, have gained much more attention. The emphasis in theory-related policy research has shifted to address newer themes, particularly information technology, internet use, and information system impacts on human behavior and health education. Furthermore, science and technology scholars have shown how science produces theories and knowledge that help define social problems and proper responses. It also produces machines, skills, instruments, and technology deployed in governance [56, 57]. Besides, policy studies have drawn existing empirical studies and literature in the field to examine many organizations that are often considered the weakest link in information security. Therefore, it is also a great asset in determining less risk-related information security [56]. Puhakainen (2010) explored employee noncompliance with information system security policies as a key concern for the organization and suggested that users do not comply with IS security policies, security solutions lose their efficacy [65]. Similarly, Han (2017) showed how organizations are trying to induce employees to comply with information security policy (ISP) as organizational damage to information breach incidents become serious [57].

Furthermore, it is also essential to explore the body of theories-related to the policy process to make health education and promotion research [4, 58, 59]. Birckmayer and Weiss (2000) used a Theory-Based Evaluation approach to expand the significance of the rigorous application of theory to address social problems [20, 22]. The theory also provides key principles to promote health, along with evaluation and development of health education. Gonzalez and Glantz authored a policy issue, which was used without adequate application of theories. They used a case study on the failure of policy in the Netherlands, a cosigner of the Framework Convention on Tabacco Control, which passed comprehensive legislation that regulates all aspects of MPOWER strategy. It is assumed that the phenomenon under study explicitly selected an adequate theoretical framework in a theory-based policy evaluation approach. The professional and authors visualize that policies are made and implemented while applying political science theory claims for the classification of association between Mackenbach’s (2004) policy implementation structures, outputs, and processes [70].

Nonetheless, such work offers realistic, evaluative theoretical frameworks for policy-makers to analyze the trends, factors, challenges and evaluate the currently proposed policy initiatives’ consequences and effectiveness to create more appropriate enforcement solutions. Meanwhile, these reflect only a component of the extensive scope of theory related policy research, with the development indicating a change in scientific studies as well as the formulation of policies in different fields towards more action-oriented research, theoretical focus, problem-centric and reflective on the kind of research needed to resolve its policy challenges. This move reinforces the wider trends within policy science, thereby emphasizing the theoretical conceptualization of policy concerns and technical study.
5- Conclusion

In conclusion, the academic literature was used to determine theory-related policy research. The study's first objective identified how much policy research publications explicitly apply theory in their investigations. The second objective outlined the contours of theory-related policy research and determined the policy's aspects being studied or overlooked. Therefore, this research reviews the state of theory-related policy. Generally, the study discovered that discussion on theory-related policy research is relatively limited, with lopsidedly divided towards selected policy areas. Hence, there is a need to apply a systematic and theory-driven approach in determining policy development effectiveness. The present study provided insights into theory-related policy researches in various international journals.

Furthermore, policy scholars need more significant engagements with explicit consideration of how their work contributes to the resolution and understanding of challenges. Meanwhile, theorizing policy research in various international journals is one of the tools used to carry out investigations and theory-related policy publications which span across other arenas with distinct problem perspectives and parameter solutions that influence policy-makers' capability to formulate strategies effectively. Furthermore, the analysis showed that it is important to recognize the approach and theory behind policy development to determine the incremental nature of aspects involved in the development.
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